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The shadow system
ut==2uxx+f (u)&!,
I=[0, 1]
!t=|
I
g(u, !) dx,
is a scalar reaction diffusion equation coupled with an ODE. The extra freedom
coming from the ODE drastically influences the solution structure and dynamics as
compared to that of a single scalar reaction diffusion system. In fact, it causes
secondary bifurcations and coexistence of multiple stable equilibria. Our long term
goal is a complete description of the global dynamics on its global attractor A as
a function of =, f, and g. Since this is still far beyond our capabilities, we focus on
describing the dynamics of solutions to the shadow system which are monotone in
x, and classify the global connecting orbit structures in the monotone solution
space up to the semi-conjugacy. The maximum principle and hence the lap number
arguments, which have played a central role in the analysis of one dimensional
scalar reaction diffusion equations, cannot be directly applied to the shadow
system, although there is a Lyapunov function in an appropriate parameter regime.
In order to overcome this difficulty, we resort to the Conley index theory. This
method is topological in nature, and allows us to reduce the connection problem
to a series of algebraic computations. The semi-conjugacy property can be obtained
once the connection problem is solved. The shadow system turns out to exhibit
minimal dynamics which displays the mechanism of basic pattern formation,
namely it explains the dynamic relation among the trivial rest states (constant
solutions) and the event patterns (large amplitude inhomogeneous solutions).
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A goal in the problem of pattern formation is to understand the global
dynamics of the phenomenon of interest. As an example, consider
‘‘threshold phenomena.’’ There are systems for which there exists a critical
level, which when exceeded triggers a pattern of finite size, e.g. a stationary
or travelling wave. On the other hand, if the critical level is not reached,
then everything decays to a rest state.
Such pattern formation phenomena are often modelled by systems of
reaction diffusion equations on bounded domains. At present, such systems
appear to be completely intractable and even on the purely computational
level represent the cutting edge. The problem can be greatly simplified by
assuming that the equations take the form
ut==2uxx+f (u, v), vt=
1
_
vxx+ g(u, v), (1)
where the spatial dimension has been reduced to one and = and _ are
relatively small positive constants. This latter assumption implies that the
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two species u and v diffuse at rates which differ significantly. For some
models this is not an unreasonable assumption.
In order to understand such reaction diffusion models, first we should
know the existence and local stability properties of rest, event, and thresh-
old patterns, respectively, as solutions with characteristic spatial structures.
In particular, it is important to know the dimension of the unstable
manifold of the threshold pattern solution, since its stable manifold plays
a separatrix-like role in the system. Second, we must solve the connection
problem among those solutions, in particular, we have to show that the
unstable manifold of the threshold pattern is connected to the event and
rest patterns, respectively. The third step is to show that the dynamics
exhibited by the system is conjugate (or semi-conjugate) to a lower dimen-
sional model flow. Not only for the threshold phenomenon but also in
more general contexts, the above three steps are crucial in the study of the
global dynamic behavior exhibited by these systems.
Although this is our principal motivation, this program is still too hard
to carry out for the above reaction diffusion systems. In order to have a
little more tractable model which still keeps interesting features of (1), one
of the authors of this paper derived [20] a singular limit of the original
system as _  0. This singular limit is called the shadow system. The aim of
this paper is to understand the global dynamics of the the shadow system
according to the above scenario. For the shadow system, we know
reasonably well the existence and stability of the stationary solutions [22],
and therefore our primary focus in this paper is on the connection and con-
jugacy problems for the shadow system.
In this paper, we consider the following shadow system
ut==2uxx+ f (u)&!,
(t, x) # [0, +)_I, I=[0, 1], (2)
!t=|
I
g(u, !) dx,
subject to the Neumann boundary condition on I, where ! is a scalar
function in t. Here the nonlinearity takes the following special but still
fairly typical form
f (u)=ku&u3, (3)
g(u, !)=*u++&!, (4)
where *(>0) and + are the bifurcation parameters, and =>0 and 0<k<1
are constants. The constant = may not be small, but should belong to an
appropriate region. See Proposition 1.1 and Basic Structure of Equilibria
below. The underlying space for (2) is X=Y_R1 with Y=L2(I ). Owing to
the specific nonlinearity (3) and (4), there is a bounded positively invariant
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set in the phase space (u, !) which attracts any bounded set. Using the
operator A=&2 under zero flux boundary conditions, one can take the
usual fractional power space Y12 so that, by denoting Y12_R1 by X 12,
the semiflow generated by (2) is completely continuous in X12. This
together with the existence of a Lyapunov function which we discuss below
implies the existence of the global attractor A in X12 (see, for instance,
[12] or [9]).
As was remarked above, originally the system (2) was introduced in
[20] as a limiting system of the full reaction diffusion system when the dif-
fusivity of the inhibitor tends to infinity. Although (2) is much simpler than
the full system, it still keeps several essential features of the original system,
for instance, it has stable spatially inhomogeneous solutions making a
sharp contrast with the scalar case. Moreover, (2) becomes one of the
organizing centers that produce the skeleton structure of solutions to the
full system (see [21] for details). Despite its simple appearance, (2) dis-
plays a variety of steady states and dynamics depending on the parameters
* and +. For all parameter values this system possesses a global attractor
which we shall in an abuse of notation denote by A. Our long term goal
is a complete description of the global dynamics on A as a function of the
parameter values * and +. Since this is still far beyond our capabilities we
restrict our attention in this paper to describing the dynamics of solutions
to the shadow system which are monotone in x. As will be shown in the
next section the space of monotone solutions, which we denote by M, is
positively invariant in A. Thus, the set of solutions we will study is the
maximal invariant set in M which we shall denote by AM.
Even restricted to the monotone solution subspace, the extra freedom
coming from the ODE of the shadow system drastically influences the
structure of the equilibrium solutions and the dynamics as compared to
that of a single scalar reaction diffusion equation. In fact, it causes
secondary bifurcations and the coexistence of multiple stable equilibria (see
[20, 22]). In particular, (2) contains a threshold phenomenon in an
appropriate parameter regime. On the other hand, we have to pay a cost
for this rich structure, namely, the maximum principle and hence the lap
number arguments cannot be directly applied to (2), although there is a
Lyapunov function in an appropriate parameter regime. Therefore, the
arguments employed in [2] cannot be applied directly to our problem. In
order to overcome this difficulty, we resort to the Conley index theory [3]
and in particular make extensive use of the ‘‘connection matrix’’ as
developed in [47]. The nature of this method is topological, and hence it
allows the connection problem to be reduced to algebraic computations.
The semi-conjugacy can be determined once the connection problem is
solved. The dynamics of (2) turns out to be a minimal one which displays
the mechanism of the basic pattern formation, namely it explains the
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dynamic relation among the trivial rest states (constant solutions) and the
event patterns (large amplitude inhomogeneous solutions).
The first result of the next section is that for 0<*<1 the shadow system
possesses a Lyapunov function, and hence, is gradient-like. Under a proper
setting as above, this implies that A consists of equilibria and connecting
orbits between these equilibria. Thus the first question which needs to be
addressed is what are the equilibria for the various parameter values. Due
to the work of [2023], there are three different kinds of solutions denoted
by A, B, and C, respectively. Loosely speaking, for sufficiently small =, A
corresponds to interior transition layered solutions, B to boundary layered
solutions, and C to constant solutions. These three classes of solutions are
furthermore divided into several types as follows: the superscript + refers to
a monotone increasing solution, whereas & donotes a monotone decreasing
solution; Ca stands for a constant solution with a larger value (than the
other constant solutions), Cb the one with a smaller value, and C the one
with a middle value; finally, B+a stands for a monotone increasing solution
which is close to Ca, etc. See Fig. 1 for the wave profiles of some stationary
solutions. There is an ambiguity in this classification of solutions, namely
Fig. 1. Wave profiles of stationary solutions for the parameter values k=0.5, ==0.01,
*=0.12, and +=0.06.
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two solutions belonging to different classes merge at bifurcation points (of
saddle-node or pitchfork type) as we will see in the next proposition.
However, there is no confusion if we assume that those names are given to
each connected component, except merging points, of solution branch con-
taining, say, boundary layered solutions.
The next proposition shows how these solutions emerge from constant
states, or merge via saddle-node bifurcations. See Fig. 2 for the bifurcation
sets. The proof of the proposition is omitted, since it is straightforward with
the aid of [2023] and the monotone property of [27]. The parameter =
should not be very large, otherwise interesting patterns do not occur. In
what follows we assume that = is appropriately small, but not necessarily
very small, so that the next proposition holds.
Proposition 1.1. (1) At the curve SC\: (*&k)327++24=0, a saddle-
node bifurcation occurs and stationary solutions C and Ca (if +>0) or C and
Cb (if +<0) appear. This saddle-node bifurcation reduces to the pitchfork
bifurcation when +=0, which produces Ca and Cb from C.
Fig. 2. Bifurcation sets for the shadow system with k=0.5.
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(2) At the line PC+: +=- k3(*&2k3), the stationary solution C b
undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation and produces B\b. Similarly at PC&: +=
&- k3(*&2k3), the stationary solution Ca undergoes a pitchfork bifurca-
tion and produces B\a.
(3) Finally, at a curve SAB+: +r- k *, there occurs another saddle-
node bifurcation involving A\ and B\b respectively. In the same way, a
saddle-node bifurcation producing A\ and B\a, respectively, occurs at a
curve SAB& : +r&- k *.
Based on the information for the bifurcations of stationary solutions
given in the previous proposition, we have the following list of stationary
solutions appearing in each of the parameter regions decomposed by the
bifurcation curves.
Basic Structure of Equilibria. In each of the parameter regions
shown in Fig. 2, we have the following stationary solutions:
I : C, A+, A&
II+: Cb, A+, A&, B+b, B&b
II&: Ca, A+, A&, B+a, B&a
III+: Cb
III&: Ca
IV+: C, Ca, Cb
IV&: C, Ca, Cb
V+: C, Ca, Cb, B+a, B&a
V&: C, Ca, Cb, B+b, B&b
VI : C, A+, A&, Ca, C b
VII+: C, A+, A&, Ca, C b, B+b, B&b
VII&: C, A+, A&, Ca, C b, B+a, B&a
VIII : C, A+, A&, Ca, C b, B+a, B+b, B&a, B&b.
These are the only monotone stationary solutions in each of these parameter
regions.
One of the authors of this paper proved ([22]) that this basic structure
of stationary solutions holds true when at least = is sufficiently small and
numerical simulations suggest that it remains true for moderate values of
=. The following results of this paper are entirely based on the above basic
structure of stationary solutions.
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Table 1 which, again, is due to [21, 22, 23] indicates the number of
unstable eigenfunctions which lie in the subspace of monotone functions for
each of these solutions in the respective region. Figures 3 and 4 exhibit the
qualitative aspect of the null-clines of the nonlinearity f and g.
The goal of this paper is to prove the following theorems which provide
a qualitative description of the global dynamics of the monotone solutions
to the shadow system. These theorems are obtained by combining analy-
tical and topological methods from dynamical systems, with the help of
numerical computations at some points. The advantage of employing
topological methods lies in the fact that certain homological information of
the attractors greatly restricts the possible types of connecting orbits
among equilibrium points in the attractors. It appears that to use only
analytic methods would require more complicated arguments. In fact, one
of our theorems gives a simplified proof of some earlier results (Gardner et
al. [8]) on the connecting orbit structure.
Since the structure of AM varies as a function of the parameters we will
let AM(i) denote AM for the parameter values in the regions i=I, II\ ,
III\ , IV\ , V\ , VI, VII\ , VIII.
In the following theorems we characterize the dynamics on AM in terms
of conjugacies and semi-conjugacies. Recall that a flow . : R_X  X is
TABLE 1
The Number of Monotone Unstable Eigenfunctions in the Respective Regions
of Parameter Space
Region C Ca Cb A+ A& B+a B&a B+b B&b
I 1 0 0
II+ 0 0 0 1 1
II& 0 0 0 1 1
III+ 0
III& 0
IV+ 2 1 0
IV& 2 0 1
V+ 2 0 0 1 1
V& 2 0 0 1 1
VI 2 1 1 0 0
VII+ 2 1 0 0 0 1 1
VII& 2 0 1 0 0 1 1
VIII 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Note. Vacant boxes indicate that the steady state solutions do not occur in those regions.
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Fig. 3. Qualitative aspects of the curves f (u, !)=0 and g(u, !)=0 in each of the
parameter regions.
semi-conjugate to  : R_Y  Y if there exists a continuous surjective map-
ping \ : X  Y such that the following diagram commutes,
id_\
R_X ww. X
\
R_Y ww Y
If \ is a homeomorphism, then . is conjugate to . In our results . will
be the flow on AM , while  will be an explicit flow defined on the unit
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Fig. 4. Qualitative aspects of the curves f (u, !)=0 and g(u, !)=0 in each of the
parameter regions (continued).
Fig. 5. A flow conjugate to AM(I).
Fig. 6. A flow conjugate to AM(II+).
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Fig. 7. A flow conjugate to AM(II&).
interval or a subset of R2. Conjugacy between flows is a very strong rela-
tion since it implies that on the topological level the dynamics in the two
systems is identical. We are only able to demonstrate the existence of a
conjugacy in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. In the other cases our description is in
terms of semi-conjugacies. This is obviously a much weaker description,
however it should be observed that it does provide a lower bound on the
complexity of the dynamics in AM. This can be seen by noting that since
\ is surjective, for any orbit in , in its preimage under \ there exists at
least one and perhaps a set of corresponding orbits in ..
Theorem 1.2. The dynamics on AM(I), AM(II+) and AM(II&) are
conjugate to the flows on the unit interval indicated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7,
respectively.
Theorem 1.3. The maximal invariant sets AM(III+) and AM(III&)
consist of single points Cb and Ca, respectively, and are globally attracting.
Theorem 1.4. The dynamics on AM(IV+) and AM(IV&) are semi-
conjugate to the planar flows on the unit disk indicated in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively.
Fig. 8. The flow to which AM(IV+) is semi-conjugate.
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Fig. 9. The flow to which AM(IV&) is semi-conjugate.
Fig. 10. The flow to which AM(V+) is semi-conjugate.
Fig. 11. The flow to which AM(V&) is semi-conjugate.
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Theorem 1.5. The dynamics on AM(V+) and AM(V&) are semi-
conjugate to the planar flows indicated in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.
Theorem 1.6. The dynamics on AM(VI) is semi-conjugate to the planar
flow indicated in Fig. 12.
Theorem 1.7. (1) The dynamics on AM(VII+) is semi-conjugate to one
of the planar flows indicated in Fig. 13(a), (b), or (c) where in the last case
C, A\, and B\b are mapped to the fixed point M(V). If, furthermore,
AM(VII+) is a two dimensional graph over the subspace spanned by the two
monotone unstable eigenfunctions of C, then the same conclusion holds except
that Fig. 13(c) may be replaced by Fig. 13(d).
(2) The dynamics on AM(VII&) is semi-conjugate to one of the planar
flows indicated in Fig. 14(a), (b), or (c) where in the last case C, A\, and
B\a are mapped to the fixed point M(V). If, furthermore, AM(VII&) is a two
dimensional graph over the subspace spanned by the two monotone unstable
eigenfunctions of C, then the same conclusion holds except that Fig. 14(c)
may be replaced by Fig. 14(d).
Warning. The following ‘‘theorem’’ was ‘‘proven’’ with the aid of a
simple numerical computation which was not verified with full mathematical
rigor. The results of the numerical computation should not, however, be
hard to justify, perhaps by careful error estimates. This comment will be
explained in detail in Sect. 4.
Fig. 12. A flow to which AM(VI) is semi-conjugate.
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Fig. 13. Three flows, to one of which AM(VII+) is semi-conjugate.
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Fig. 14. Three flows, to one of which AM(VII&) is semi-conjugate.
Theorem 1.8. (1) The dynamics on AM(VIII0) is semi-conjugate to the
planar flow indicated in Fig. 15.
(2) The dynamics on AM(VIII+) is semi-conjugate to one of the
planar flows indicated in Fig. 16(a), (b), or (c) where in the latter case C,
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Fig. 15. A flow to which AM(VIII0) is semi-conjugate.
A\, and B\b are mapped to the fixed point M(V). If, furthermore,
AM(VIII+) is a two dimensional graph over the subspace spanned by the two
monotone unstable eigenfunctions of C, then the same conclusion holds except
that Fig. 16(c) may be replaced by Fig. 16(d).
(3) The dynamics on AM(VIII&) is semi-conjugate to one of the
planar flows indicated in Fig. 17(a), (b), or (c) where in the latter case C,
A\, and B\a are mapped to the fixed point M(V). If, furthermore,
AM(VIII&) is a two dimensional graph over the subspace spanned by the two
monotone unstable eigenfunctions of C, then the same conclusion holds except
that Fig. 17(c) may be replaced by Fig. 17(d).
It may be important to emphasize that these theorems are proven by
combining the three different kinds of ingredients, namely analytical
properties of the shadow system, some qualitative studies of topological
semiflows using the Conley indices, and the results of robust numerical
computations for particular connecting orbits based on the knowledge of
the orbit structure obtained from the former two methods.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. First we summarize
fundamental properties of the shadow system in Sect. 2, and give a brief
review of the relevant portion of the Conley index theory in Sect. 3. Then
in Sect. 4, we compute the connection matrices of the global attractors in
each of the parameter regions, thereby obtaining algebraic data for the
connecting orbit structures in each cases. These data are used to construct
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Fig. 16. Three flows, to one of which AM(VIII+) is semi-conjugate.
the semi-conjugacy model flows, which is carried out in Sect. 5. Finally we
include a discussion concerning the main results and remaining problems.
We would like to thank P. Brunovsky , X.-Y. Chen, and B. Fiedler for
their useful comments and stimulating discussions. We also thank the
referee for careful reading of the manuscript.
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Fig. 17. Three flows, to one of which AM(VIII&) is semi-conjugate.
2. BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE SHADOW SYSTEM
In this section, we briefly summarize fundamental properties of the
shadow system and its solutions, which play an important role in the
following sections.
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2.1. The Lyapunov Function for the Shadow System
The shadow system is shown to be a gradient-like system ([8]).
Proposition 2.1. If *1, then the shadow system (2) admits a
Lyapunov function
L(u, !)=|
I {
=2
2
|ux | 2&F(u)= dx+ 12* (*u ++)2+
1
2*
(*u ++&!)2,
where F(u)= f (u) du and u =I u dx. Namely, L(u, !) decreases monotoni-
cally along an orbit as t increases.
Proof. Differentiate L(u, !) with respect to t, then
dL
dt
=| =2uxuxt& f (u) ut dx+(*u ++) u t+
1
*
(*u ++&!)(*u t&!t)
=&| (=2uxx+ f (u)) ut dx+2(*u ++) u t&!u t&
1
*
(*u ++&!) !t
using integration by parts together with the Neumann boundary condition.
From the equation, we have
ut=U&!, !t=*u ++&!,
where U==2uxx+ f (u), and hence
dL
dt
=&| U(U&!) dx+2(*u ++) u t&! | (U&!) dx&
1
*
(*u ++&!)2
=&| U 2 dx+2(*u ++) u t&!2&\1*&1+ (*u ++&!)2&(*u ++&!)2
=&| [U 2&2(*u ++)U+(*u ++)2] dx&\1*&1+ (*u ++&!)2
=&| [U&(*u ++)]2 dx&\1*&1+ (*u ++&!)20,
if *1. This completes the proof. K
As we have remarked in Sect. 1, we can take the underlying space of the
shadow system as X=Y_R1 with Y=L2(I ). Then the shadow system (2)
generates a semiflow on X 12=Y 12_R1, in which one can show the exist-
ence of the global attractor from Proposition 2.1 by using a standard
technique. Moreover, it can be shown that the semiflow restricted to the
global attractor becomes a flow. See, for instance, [12], [9].
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Remark 2.2. The condition 0<k<1 is imposed in order that all the
interesting bifurcations occur in the region 0*1 where the Lyapunov
function is valid.
Let (u, !) be a stationary solution to the shadow system which depends
on the parameters *, +, then the value of the Lyapunov function L(u, !)
can be thought of as a function of (*, +). The following proposition about
the derivative with respect to the parameters turns out to be useful later.
Proposition 2.3. For a family of stationary solutions (u, !)( } ; *, +)
which depends on (*, +) smoothly, we have

+
L((u, !)( } ; *, +))=
!
*
=u +
+
*
.
Proof. Since (u, !)( } ; *, +) is a stationary solution, it satisfies
=2uxx+ f (u)&!=0, *u ++&!=0, (5)
and hence
L(u, !)=| \=
2
2
u2x&F(u)+ dx+!
2
2*
. (6)
Differentiating it with respect to +, we obtain

+
L=| (=2uxux+& f (u) u+) dx+
!!+
*
=&| (=2uxx+ f (u)) u+ dx+
!!+
*
=&| !u+ dx+
!
*
(*u ++1)
=
!
*
=u +
+
*
. K
2.2. Symmetry
The shadow system with the Neumann zero boundary condition pos-
sesses a symmetry induced from the transformation of the solution by the
inversion of the space variable: x [ &x. Namely, if (u(x, t), !(t)) is a
solution to the shadow system, then so is (u(&x, t), !(t)). We call this
map #N : (u(x, t), !(t)) [ (u(&x, t), !(t)) the Neumann symmetry. The
Neumann symmetry flips the u-profile of a solution.
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Furthermore, if +=0, the nonlinearity (3, 4) becomes odd symmetric
so that, if (u(x, t), !(t)) is a solution to the shadow system, then so is
(&u(x, t), &!(t)). This gives us another symmetry, and for convenience,
we call #O : (u(x, t), !(t)) [ (&u(&x, t), &!(t)) the odd symmetry. The
odd symmetry rotates the u-profile of a solution by 180%.
We have chosen the notation for stationary solutions in such a way that
action of the symmetry transformations are easily seen, namely it is clear
that the Neumann symmetry #N changes the sign of the superscript of
the name for a steady solution, e.g., #N(B+a)=B&a. Similarly, the odd
symmetry #O , when exists, changes the superscript ‘‘a’’ into ‘‘b’’ and vise
versa, e.g., #O(B+a)=B+b. Moreover, since the Lyapunov function does
not change under the symmetry transformations, its value should be
preserved under these transformations.
2.3. Preservation of Monotonicity
In the study of the connecting orbit structure for scalar parabolic partial
differential equations, one of the key tool is the so-called ‘‘lap number
property’’ or ‘‘monotonicity of zero numbers’’ for solutions. Although the
shadow system is not a scalar equation, it has analogous property as
shown in the following proposition:
Proposition 2.4. For a solution (u(x, t), !(t)), the number of zeros of
the derivative ux(x, t) as a function of x is non-increasing as t increases.
Proof. w=ux satisfies
wt==2wxx+ f $(u)w,
with w=0 on I. From [13] we have the desired conclusion. K
Corollary 2.5. For any connecting orbit between monotone stationary
solutions, the monotonicity is preserved, and hence a strictly increasing
stationary solution cannot be connected with a strictly decreasing stationary
solution and vise versa.
2.4. Eigenvalues at Spatially Constant Stationary Solutions
In the following analysis, we sometimes need information about the
eigenvalues at the spatially constant stationary solutions C, Ca, and Cb.
Let (c, $) be such a spatially constant stationary solution. The eigenvalue
problem for (c, $) is given by
=2uxx+(k&3c2)u&!=\u,
*u &!=\!,
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where \ is an eigenvalue with the eigenfunction (u, !)=(u(x), !). From the
second equation, we eliminate ! and obtain
=2uxx+(k&3c2&\)u&
*
1+\
u =0.
Integrating over the interval I using the Neumann boundary condition, we
get
\k&3c2&\& *1+\+ u =0. (7)
We have two cases: u =0 or u {0.
First we consider the case u =0. In this case we need to solve
=2uxx+(k&3c2&\)u=0.
Using the Neumann boundary condition, the solutions are given by
u=un(x)=cos n?x
with the eigenvalues
\=\n=k&3c2&n2?2=2.
In particular, the largest eigenvalue among them is
\1=k&3c2&?2=2,
whose eigenfunction (u1(x), 0) lies in the space of monotone functions M.
If u {0, then from (7) we have
k&3c2&\&
*
1+\
=0,
or equivalently,
\2&(k&3c2&1) \&(k&3c2&*)=0. (8)
The discriminant of this quadratic equation is
D=(k&3c2&1)2+4(k&3c2&*)=(k&3c2+1)2&4*.
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Therefore, if D0, we have two real eigenvalues
\0=
k&3c2&1+- D
2
and \=
k&3c2&1&- D
2
,
where \<0. In fact, if 0\<\0 , we have 1<k&3c2* which con-
tradicts the assumption that 0<*1.
From Proposition 1.1, we know that there are three distinct spatially
constant stationary solutions C, Ca and C b with uC b<uC<uC a for the
parameter values in the regions IV\ , V\, VI, VII\, VIII, where uCb , uC ,
uC a stand for the u-component of C, Ca, C b, respectively. Since the station-
ary solution (c, $) is either C, Ca or C b, which satisfies
kc&c3&$=0, *c++&$=0,
and hence,
c3&(k&*)c++=0,
we must have
3c2&(k&*)>0
for c=uC a or uC b , and
3c2&(k&*)<0
for c=uC .
In the latter case, we have
D=(k&3c2+1)2&4*>(*+1)2&4*=(*&1)2>0,
and hence we have two real eigenvalues \<0 and \0 . Moreover 0<
\0<\1 for sufficiently small =. In fact, k&3c2&*>0 implies \0>0, and
k&3c2+1>- D implies \1>\0 for sufficiently small =. In the former case,
on the other hand, both roots of the quadratic equation (8) have a negative
real part, since k&3c2&1<0. Note that, in the following analysis, we need
information concerning the eigenvalues only when the stationary solution
(c, $) satisfies
&k3<c<
k
3
,
because, otherwise, k&3c20 and hence all the eigenvalues \0 , \ , \n for
all n remain in the left half plane.
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We summarize the results on eigenvalues at spatially constant stationary
solutions.
Proposition 2.6. In the parameter regions IV\ , V\ , VI, VII\ , VIII,
the following holds for a spatially constant stationary solution (c, $) satis-
fying &- k3<c<- k3:
(1) For c=uC a or uCb , the principal unstable eigenvalue is \1=
k&3c2&?2=2 whose eigenfunction is monotone. The remaining unstable
eigenvalues have non-monotone eigenfunctions.
(2) For c=uC , the principal unstable eigenvalue is \1=k&3c2&?2=2
whose eigenfunction is monotone. The remaining unstable eigenvalues have
non-monotone eigenfunctions except \0=(k&3c2&1+- D)2 whose eigen-
function is constant.
Corollary 2.7. Under the same assumptions, there exists a one dimen-
sional strong unstable manifold for Ca and Cb whose tangent space at the
stationary solution is contained in the space of monotone functions M. All
orbits in the local unstable manifolds of Ca and Cb other than those in the
strong unstable manifolds are not entirely contained in M.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious because the strongest unstable
eigenvalue \1 has a monotone eigenfunction. Orbits in the local unstable
manifolds are tangent to non-monotone eigendirections unless they are in
the strong unstable manifolds. Therefore they cannot remain in M. K
3. CONLEY INDEX, CONNECTION MATRIX AND
TRANSITION MATRIX
We begin with a brief review of some of the relevant portions of the
Conley index theory. Basic references for this material are [3, 1, 24,
25, 26].
Let . : R_X  X be a flow on a locally compact topological space. In
our case we will choose X=AM , the global attractor in the monotone
solution subspace for the shadow system (2). Let N/X be a compact set.
N is an isolating neighborhood if its maximal invariant set is contained
strictly in its interior, i.e.,
Inv(N, .) :=[x # N | .(R, x)/N]/int N.
If S=Inv(N, .) for some isolating neighborhood N, then S is called an
isolated invariant set.
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A Morse decomposition of an isolated invariant set S is a finite collection
of disjoint compact invariant subsets of S,
M(S)=[M( p) | p # P],
off of which one can define a Lyapunov function, i.e., there exists a
continuous function V : S  R such that if u  p # P M( p) and t>0, then
V(u)>V(.(t, u)). These individual invariant subsets, M( p), are called
Morse sets, and the remaining portion, S" _ M( p), is referred to as the set
of connecting orbits. In particular, given two Morse sets M( p) and M(q),
the set of connecting orbits from M( p) to M(q) is defined to be
C(M( p), M(q)) :=[u # S | |(u)/M(q), :(u)/M( p)],
where : and | denote the alpha and omega limit sets, respectively. Because
of the Lyapunov function, if C(M( p), M(q)){< then C(M(q), M( p))
=<. This implies that one can impose a partial order on the indexing set
P by setting p>q if C(M( p), M(q)){<, and taking the transitive closure.
This order is called the flow defined order on P.
If M(S)=[M( p) | p # P] is a Morse decomposition of S, then each
M( p) is an isolated invariant set. S contains other isolated invariant sets,
some of which can be produced by the partial order on P as follows.
A subset I/P is an interval in P if r # I whenever p<r<q and p, q # I.
Disjoint intervals I and J are ordered I<J if i< j for every i # I, j # J. They
are adjacent if IJ=I _ J is also an interval (i.e., if no element of P lies
‘‘between’’ I and J). If I is an interval, let
M(I ) :=\.i # I M(i)+_ \ .i, j # I C(M( j), M(i))+ .
The simplest non-trivial Morse decomposition is perhaps the most
important: An attractor repeller pair in S consists of two sets (A, R) such
that
1. A is an attractor in S, i.e. there is a positively invariant neighbor-
hood U of A in S with |(U)=A.
2. R is the dual repeller to A in S, i.e. R=S"[u | |(u)/A].
Note that A and R are both isolated invariant sets, and if
C(R, A)=[u # S | :(u)/R, |(u)/A],
then S=R _ C(R, A) _ A. Observe that given a Morse decomposition and
two adjacent intervals I and J in the indexing set with I<J, then
(M(I ), M(J)) is an attractor-repeller pair for M(IJ).
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The Conley index will be used to understand the structure of the
dynamics of the maximal invariant set within an isolating neighborhood.
Recall that the cohomological Conley index of an isolated invariant set S
is defined in terms of an index pair (N, L) (see [3, 25, 1]), i.e.,
CH*(S) :=H*(N, L),
where the Alexander-Spanier cohomology with Z2 coefficients is used
throughout this paper. The index is well defined since CH*(S) is inde-
pendent of the index pair chosen.
In the case of isolated fixed points the following standard result will be
used to determine the appropriate Conley index.
Proposition 3.1. If p is a hyperbolic fixed point with unstable manifold
of dimension n, then
CHk( p)${Z20
if k=n,
otherwise.
In an attractor-repeller decomposition, the Conley indices of the total
invariant set, the attractor and the repeller are naturally related by an
index triple. An index triple for an attractor-repeller pair (A, R) in S is a
triple of compact spaces (N, M, L) such that (N, L) is an index pair for S,
(N, M) is an index pair for R and (M, L) is an index pair for A. Such
triples exist for any attractor-repeller decomposition. The cohomology
exact sequence of the triple
w$ Hk(N, M)  Hk(N, L)  Hk(M, L)w$ Hk+1(N, M) 
induces an exact sequence
w$ CHk(R)  CHk(S)  CHk(A) w$ CHk+1(R) 
which is known as the cohomology attractor-repeller sequence. The bound-
ary map $ is called the connection map, as ${0 implies that connections
between R and A exist.
All of these objects have generalizations to Morse decompositions. Index
triples are generalized to index filtrations, and the attractor-repeller
sequence is generalized to the construction of connection matrices. Recall
that the connection matrix is a linear map defined on the graded modules
made up of the sum of the cohomology indices of Morse sets in a Morse
decomposition. In our case
2 : 
p # P
CH*(M( p))  
p # P
CH*(M( p)).
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Furthermore, connection matrices satisfy the following conditions.
1. They are lower triangular, i.e., if p > q then
0=2(q, p) : CH*(M(q))  CH*(M( p)).
2. They are coboundary operators, i.e., they are degree +1 maps
2(q, p) CHn(M(q))/CH n+1(M( p)),
and they square to zero, 2 b 2=0.
3. If p and q are adjacent in the flow defined order then the connec-
tion matrix entry 2(q, p) equals the connection map for the attractor
repeller pair (M(q), M( p)) of M(q, p).
4. The relation between the local cohomology indices, i.e., that of the
Morse sets, and the global cohomology index is
CH*(S)$
ker 2
image 2
.
The following theorem, due to Franzosa [5], is fundamental.
Theorem 3.2. Given a Morse decomposition, there exists at least one
connection matrix.
Another result which we shall make frequent use of is the following.
Theorem 3.3 [16, Corollary 3.3]. Assume that M(q) and M( p) are
hyperbolic equilibria whose stable and unstable manifolds intersect transver-
sally. Furthermore, assume that p>q are adjacent and that, for some n,
CHk(M( p))${Z20
if k=n+1,
otherwise;
CH k(M(q))${Z20
if k=n,
otherwise.
Then 2(q, p) is given by the number of connecting orbits from M( p) to M(q)
mod 2.
Now assume that the Morse decomposition continues over a connected
region 4 in some compact parameter space (see [6]). Furthermore, assume
that 20 is a connection matrix at a parameter value *0 # 4. Then, by [7],
given *1 # 4, the corresponding connection matrix 21 is given by
21=T &1 b 20 b T,
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where the algebraic transition matrix
T : 
p # P
CH*(M( p))  
p # P
CH*(M( p))
is a degree zero lower triangular isomorphism. Notice that this implies that
T( p, p) : CH*(M( p))  CH*(M( p))
is an isomorphism. In particular, the set of connection matrices over 4 is
a subset of all matrices obtained by conjugating a known connection
matrix by all possible algebraic transition matrices.
Another aspect of the index which we shall make use of is its behavior
under semi-conjugacies (cf. [14, 15]). The essence of the matter is that the
index theory is natural with respect to semi-conjugacies, as long as one
works with pre-images, rather than images. A technicality is that the semi-
conjugacy must be a proper map, i.e., pre-images of compact sets must be
compact. Thus, if \ : X  Y is a proper semi-conjugacy, and S an isolated
invariant set in Y with index pair (N, L), then T=\&1(S) is an isolated
invariant set in X with index pair (\&1(N), \&1(L)). Therefore, there is a
map \*: CH*(S)  CH*(T ).
Similarly, if [M( p)] is a Morse decomposition of S, then [T( p)=
\&1(M( p))] is a Morse decomposition of T, and any admissible ordering
on S gives an admissible ordering on T. Thus we can use the same ordering
for both decompositions, and if I is an interval in that ordering, there is a
map CH*(M(I ))  CH*(T(I )). Moreover, the attractor-repeller sequence
is natural: if I and J are adjacent intervals with I<J, then there is a com-
mutative diagram
ww$ CH p(M(J)) ww CH p(M(IJ)) ww CH p(M(J)) ww
\* \* \*
ww$ CH p(T(J)) ww CH p(T(IJ)) ww CH p(T(J)) ww
Remark 3.4. If we can further assume that S and T are attractors for
any interval I,
\*: CH*(M(J))  CH*(T(J))
is an isomorphism (see [18, Prop. 7.4]). In particular, for every Morse set,
\*: CH*(M( p))  CH*(T( p)) is an isomorphism.
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4. COMPUTATION OF CONNECTION MATRICES
In this section, we compute the connection matrices for the global attrac-
tors restricted to the monotone solution subspace in each of the parameter
regions. The corresponding Morse decompositions are given by the steady
states introduced in Sect. 1 and the connecting orbits between them. We
begin with the computation of the total index for the global attractor in the
monotone solution subspace. This result is a minor generalization of [11,
Theorem 6.2], [18, Corollary 3.2].
Proposition 4.1. For all parameter values
CHk(AM)${Z20
if k=0,
otherwise,
where AM stands for the global attractor in the monotone solution subspace
for the shadow system (2).
Proof. In view of the existence of the Lyapunov function, the semiflow
(8, X 12) generated by the shadow system has a global attractor A, where
X=L2(I )_R1. It is possible to show that the monotone solution space
M/X 12 is contractible. Indeed, if f # M, then sf # M for all s # [0, 1], and
hence the homotopy h : [0, 1]_M  M; (s, f ) [ sf gives the conclusion.
Notice that AM=Inv(A & M) is the global attractor for the restricted
semiflow (8 | M , M). In fact, since M is closed, A & M is compact. There-
fore AM is also compact. It is easy to see that AM is a global attractor from
the definition and the positive invariance of M under the semiflow 8.
Now take a ball B/X 12 with a sufficiently large radius, then B & M is
contractible in M. On the other hand, B & M is homotopic to AM with the
flow-defined homotopy. Therefore, we conclude that
CHk(AM)$CH k(B & M)$CHk(point)${Z20
if k=0,
otherwise.
K
This, in particular, determines the rank of the connection matrix, since
it must satisfy
CH*(AM)$
ker 2
image 2
,
which is equivalent to dim CH*(AM)=dim ker 2&dim image 2 in field
coefficient.
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Proposition 4.2 (connection matrix for I). In region I, the connection
matrix is uniquely given as follows:
A+
2(I)=A& \ 0 0+ .C 1 1 0
Proof. From the symmetry, we can put the connection matrix in the
following form:
2(I)=\ 0 0+ .a a 0
Since rank 2(I)=1, we have a=1. K
Proposition 4.3 (connection matrix for II+). In region II+ , the
connection matrix is uniquely given as follows:
Cb
A+ 0 0
2(II+)=A& \ + .B+b 1 1 0 0B&b 1 0 1
Proof. From the symmetry and the preservation of monotonicity, we
can put the connection matrix 2(II+) in the following form:
Cb
A+ 0 0
2(II+)=A& \ + .B+b a b 0 0B&b a 0 b
Since rank 2(II+)=2, we have b=1, and since dim Wu(B\b)=1, the
branch of Wu(B\b) not connecting to A\ must connect to Cb due to
Theorem 3.3, and hence a=1. K
Remark. This result was obtained by [8] for the first time.
A similar argument also works for the connection matrix in region II&
and we get the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.4 (connection matrix for II&). In region II&, the
connection matrix is uniquely given as follows:
Ca
A+ 0 0
2(II&)=A& \ + .B+a 1 1 0 0B&a 1 0 1
The connection matrices in the regions III\ are trivially zero since there
is a unique stable equilibrium point Cb or Ca, respectively.
Proposition 4.5 (connection matrix for IV+). In region IV+, the
connection matrix is uniquely given as follows:
Cb 0 0 0
2(IV+)=Ca \0 0 0+ .C 0 1 0
Proof. Since the connection matrix is a degree +1 map, it takes the
form
Cb 0 0 0
2(IV+)=Ca \a 0 0+ .C 0 b 0
Since Ca has a one dimensional unstable manifold restricted to AM
(Corollary 2.7) whose branches must be connected to Cb, we have a=0.
Then, from rank 2(IV+)=1, we get b=1. Note that a=0 indicates a
double connection from Ca to Cb (Theorem 3.3), which is persistent under
perturbation even at the boundary +r- k * where a saddle-node bifurca-
tion occurs unrelated to the equilibria Ca and Cb. K
Similarly, we obtain
Proposition 4.6 (connection matrix for IV&). In region IV&, the
connection matrix is uniquely given as follows:
Ca 0 0 0
2(IV&)=Cb \0 0 0+ .C 0 1 0
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Proposition 4.7 (connection matrix for V+). In region V+ , the
connection matrix is uniquely given as follows:
Ca
Cb 0 0 0
2(V+)=B+a \1 1 0 0+ .B&a 1 1C 0 1 1 0
Proof. From the Neumann symmetry, the connection matrix takes the
form
Ca
Cb 0 0 0
2(V+)=B+a \a b 0 0+ .B&a a bC 0 c c 0
From rank 2(V+)=2, we have c=1 and either a or b is not zero. Using
dim Wu(B\a)=1, we conclude a=b=1. K
Similarly we have
Proposition 4.8 (connection matrix for V&). In region V& , the
connection matrix is uniquely given as follows:
Ca
Cb 0 0 0
2(V&)=B+b \1 1 0 0+ .B&b 1 1C 0 1 1 0
Proposition 4.9 (connection matrix for VI). In region VI, the connec-
tion matrix is uniquely given as follows:
A+
A& 0 0 0
2(VI)=Ca \1 1 0 0+ .Cb 1 1C 0 1 1 0
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Proof. From the Neumann symmetry, the connection matrix takes the
form
A+
A& 0 0 0
2(VI)=C a \a a 0 0+ .Cb b bC 0 c d 0
Since rank 2(VI)=2, either a or b is not zero and either c or d is not zero.
If a=0, then there must exist either no connection or 4 connections in AM
from Ca to A\, but this is absurd because there are two and only two
branches of the unstable manifold of Ca restricted to AM (Corollary 2.7).
Therefore a=1. Similarly b=1. From 2(VI)2=0, we have ac+bd=
c+d=0, and hence c=d=1. K
Proposition 4.10 (connection matrix for VII+). The set of possible
connection matrices over the region VII+ contains the following two
matrices:
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VII+)1=Ca \0 1 1 + ;B+b 1 1 0 0 0B&b 1 0 1
C 0 1 1 1 0
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VII+)2=Ca \0 0 0 + .B+b 1 1 0 0 0B&b 1 0 1
C 0 1 0 0 0
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The corresponding transition matrix between these two connection matrices is
Cb 1 0 0
A+ 0 1 0 0 0
A& 0 0 1
T(VII+)=Ca \ 1 1 1 + .B+b 0 0 1 0 0B&b 0 0 1
C 0 0 1
If T(VII+) is realized, this indicates the existence of a global bifurcation
corresponding to a saddle-saddle connection between Ca and B\b.
Proof. The symmetry as well as the preservation of monotonicity
assumes the connection matrix in the following form:
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VII+)=Ca \ l n n + . (9)B+b m p 0 0 0B&b m 0 p
C 0 q r r 0
In particular, just after the pitchfork bifurcation from the region VI to the
region VII+ , the corresponding connection matrix 2VI(VII) takes the form
2(VII+)1 as above.
The transition matrix between these two is given by
Cb 1 0 0
A+ 0 1 0 0 0
A& 0 0 1
T(VII+)=Ca \ y z z + .B+b 0 w x 0 0B&b w 0 x
C 0 0 1
and the invertibility yields yx2{0, hence x= y=1.
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Due to [7], we only need to consider lower-triangular transition
matrices which in our case are given by either z=0 or w=0. However
z=0, w=1 is not the case, because, from the relation
2(VII+)=T(VII+)&1 b 2(VII+)1 b T(VII+),
the resulting connection matrix cannot be of the general form given in (9).
For the case of z=1, w=0, on the other hand, we have the form 2(VII+)2
by the same reasoning. K
Again, the same argument concludes the following proposition:
Proposition 4.11 (connection matrix for VII&). The set of possible
connection matrices over the region VII& contains the following two
matrices:
Ca
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VII&)1=Cb \0 1 1 + ;B+a 1 1 0 0 0B&a 1 0 1
C 0 1 1 1 0
Ca
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VII&)2=Cb \0 0 0 + .B+a 1 1 0 0 0B&a 1 0 1
C 0 1 0 0 0
The corresponding transition matrix between these two connection matrices is
Ca 1 0 0
A+ 0 1 0 0 0
A& 0 0 1
T(VII&)=Cb \ 1 1 1 + .B+a 0 0 1 0 0B&a 0 0 1
C 0 0 1
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If T(VII&) is realized, this indicates the existence of a global bifurcation
corresponding to a saddle-saddle connection between Cb and B\a.
Proposition 4.12 (connection matrix for VIII).
(i) The connection matrix for the region VIII0 is uniquely given by
Ca
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VIII)1=B+a 1 0 1 0 .
B+b 0 1 1 0 0 0
B&a 1 0 0 1
B&b 0 1 0 1
C 0 1 1 1 1 0
(ii) The set of possible connection matrices over the region VIII+
contains the following two matrices:
Ca
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VIII)1=B+a 1 0 1 0 ;
B+b 0 1 1 0 0 0
B&a 1 0 0 1
B&b 0 1 0 1
C 0 1 1 1 1 0
Ca
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VIII)2=B+a 1 1 0 0 .
B+b 0 1 1 0 0 0
B&a 1 1 0 0
B&b 0 1 0 1
C 0 1 0 1 0 0
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In particular, there may exist a global bifurcation corresponding to a saddle-
saddle connection between B\a and B\b, respectively, in transition between
these two types of connecting orbit structures.
(iii) The set of possible connection matrices over the region VIII&
contains the following two matrices:
Ca
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VIII)1=B+a 1 0 1 0 ;
B+b 0 1 1 0 0 0
B&a 1 0 0 1
B&b 0 1 0 1
C 0 1 1 1 1 0
Ca
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VIII)3=B+a 0 1 1 0 .
B+b 1 1 0 0 0 0
B&a 0 1 0 1
B&b 1 1 0 0
C 0 0 1 0 1 0
In particular, there may exist a global bifurcation corresponding to a saddle-
saddle connection between B\a and B\b, respectively.
Proof. (i) The symmetry and the preservation of monotonicity imply
Ca
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VIII)=B+a a c e 0 .
B+b b d f 0 0 0
B&a a c 0 e
B&b b d 0 f
C 0 l m l m 0
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In particular, when +=0, it admits the odd symmetry which implies that
2(VIII) satisfies
a=d, b=c, e= f, l=m.
This together with rank 2(VIII)=4 and
rank \
a
b
a
b
c
d
c
d
e
f
0
0
0
0
e
f+3
show that e=1, a{b, l{0 and hence b=a+1, l=1.
Due to the odd symmetry present in the region VIII0 , the transition
matrix takes the following form:
Ca 1 0 0 0
Cb 0 1 0 0 0 0
A+ 0 0 1 0
A& 0 0 0 1
T(VIII)=B+a x y 0 .
B+b 0 y x 0
B&a 0 x y
B&b y x
C 0 0 1
Since L(B\a)=L(B\b) in this region, we have y=0 and hence T(VIII)=I.
In particular, the transition matrix is unique in VIII0 , which shows that the
connecting orbit structure is robust in this region. Thus it is possible to
determine the connection corresponding to the entry a in 2(VIII) through
numerical simulation. Take any parameter value from the region VIII0 , say
*=0.12, +=0.0. From the above computation of the connection matrix,
we know that there exists a connecting orbit from B+a to A+. We are
interested in finding a connection from B+a to either Ca or C b, which
determines either a=1 or a=0. Since the steady states Ca and Cb are well
distinguished, we can check it by following a branch of the 1-dimensional
unstable manifold of B+a. This is carried out and the result is exhibited in
Fig. 18, from which it is clear that there exists a B+a  Ca connection,
thereby proving a=1. Therefore we have
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Fig. 18. Numerical evidence for a=1: connections B+a  C a and B+a  A+. The
parameter values are k=0.5, ==0.01, *=0.12, and +=0.0.
Ca
Cb
A+ 0 0 0
A&
2(VIII)1=B+a 1 0 1 0 ,
B+b 0 1 1 0 0 0
B&a 1 0 0 1
B&b 0 1 0 1
C 0 1 1 1 1 0
which proves the statement (i).
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(ii) Without the odd symmetry present in the region VIII0 , the
transition matrix can take the form
Ca 1 0 0 0
Cb 0 1 0 0 0 0
A+ 0 0 1 0
A& 0 0 0 1
T(VIII)=B+a x z 0 .
B+b 0 w y 0
B&a 0 x z
B&b w y
C 0 0 1
In the region VIII+ , it turns out that L(B+a)>L(B+b) since we observe
that L(B+a)=L(B+b) on the line VIII0 and that +[L(B+a)&
L(B+b)]>0 from Proposition 2.3. Therefore in the region VIII+, the non-
trivial algebraic transition matrix is given by z=1 and w=0, which implies
that only 2(VIII)1 and 2(VIII)2 may occur.
(iii) Similarly in the region VIII& , the transition matrix can take
z=0 and w=1, and hence 2(VIII)1 and 2(VIII)3 are possible. K
5. SEMI-CONJUGACIES
The connection matrices computed in the previous section provide us
with knowledge concerning the existence of connecting orbits between criti-
cal points whose index differ by one. In this section this information will be
used to obtain semi-conjugacies from the dynamics of the shadow system
onto the simple planar dynamical systems indicated in the Introduction.
The approach is to separate the problem into two steps. The first involves
construction of the map which provides the semi-conjugacy and is analyti-
cal in nature. The second step is to show that the map is onto and requires
the algebraic topological machinery associated with the Conley index.
To begin with, observe that the proof of Theorem 1.2 is elementary; the
connection matrix indicates all possible connecting orbits and a straight-
forward argument (see [19, Theorem 2.2]) produces the semi-conjugacy.
Theorem 1.3 follows from the analysis of the steady state solutions and the
existence of the Lyapunov function discussed in the introduction. Theorems
1.5 and 1.6 follow from [19, Theorem 1.2]. Therefore, what remain to be
demonstrated are Theorems 1.4, 1.7, and 1.8. As will become clear at the
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end of this section, the proofs are quite similar in nature and thus it is
worth starting with an abstract construction which can be applied to all
cases.
5.1. General Constructions of the Semi-conjugacies
Let S be an isolated invariant set with a Morse decomposition and flow
defined order
M(S)=[M( p) | p=0, 1, 2, 2>1>0]. (10)
Observe that the set of non-trivial attractor repeller pair decompositions of
S consist of
(A0 , R0)=(M(0), M(1, 2))
(A1 , R1)=(M(0, 1), M(2)).
The following proposition is a special case of Conley’s decomposition
theorem [3]
Proposition 5.1. There exists a continuous Lyapunov function V : S 
[0, 2] such that M( p)/V&1( p), p=0, 1, 2.
For i=0, 1, define functions {i : S"(Ai _ Ri)  R by V(.({i (z), z))=
(1+2i)2 and \~ i : S  [0, 1] by
\~ i (z)={
1
0
1
2
+
1
?
tan&1({i (z))
if z # Ri ,
if z # Ai ,
otherwise.
In what follows we shall adopt the convention that tan \?2=\. It is
left to the reader to check that {i and \~ i are continuous.
Let D :=[( y0 , y1) # [0, 1]2 | 0 yi1, y0 y1]. Define \~ : S  D by
\~ (z)=(\~ 0(z), \~ 1(z)).
Obviously, \~ is continuous, but it cannot be onto since \~ 0(z)=\~ 1(z) if and
only if {0(z)={1(z) which cannot happen. The following proposition, the
proof of which follows straightforwardly from the definitions, summarizes
the most important characteristics of \~ . See Fig. 19.
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Fig. 19. Map from the Morse decomposition onto D.
Proposition 5.2.
\~ (z)=(1, 1)  z # M(2)
\~ (z)=(1, 0)  z # M(1)
\~ (z)=(0, 0)  z # M(0)
\~ 0(z)=1  z # M(1, 2)
\~ 1(z)=0  z # M(0, 1)
We now define a flow  : R_[0, 1]2  [0, 1]2 by
 (t, y0 , y1)=\12 ,
1
2++
1
? \tan&1 \&t+tan \? \y0&
1
2+++ ,
tan&1 \&t+tan \? \y1&12++++ .
Observe that D is an invariant subspace of [0, 1]2 under  , and hence, to
simplify the notation we shall denote the restriction of  to D also by  .
Proposition 5.3. The following diagram commutes.
id_\~
R_S ww. S
\~
R_D ww

D
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Proof. Consider the case z # M(2). We need to show that \~ (.(t, z))=
 (t, \~ (z)). Since M(2) is invariant .(t, z) # M(2). Thus by Proposition 5.2,
\~ (.(t, z))=(1, 1). On the other hand
 (t, \~ (z))= (t, 1, 1)
=\12,
1
2++
1
?
(tan&1(&t+), tan&1(&t+))
=(1, 1).
The cases where z # M( p) or z # M( p, p+1), p=0, 1 are handled
similarly and the remaining situations are straightforward computations. K
The following sets will prove useful later. Let
J +1 :=[0, 1]_[0] _ [1]_[0, 1]
and for 12q<1, define
J+q :=\ .q p<1  (R, p, 1& p)+_ J
+
1 /D.
Observe that for q<1, \~ &1(J +q ) is a neighborhood of the connecting orbits
M(2)  M(1) and M(1)  M(0).
Similarly, let
J &1 :=[0, 1]_[1] _ [0]_[0, 1]
and for 12q<1 let
J &q :=\ .q p<1  (R, 1& p, p)+_ J
&
1 .
This finishes the general construction. In what follows we assume further
information concerning either M(1), M(0, 1), or M(2, 1).
5.1.1. M(1)=M(1+) _ M(1&).
We now make the additional assumption that
M(S)=[M( p) | p=0, 1\, 2, 2>1\>0], (11)
where > represents the flow defined ordering. Observe that this forces the
existence of M(2)  M(1\) and M(1\)  M(0) connections. Let
1 \ :=C(M(2), M(1\)) _ C(M(1\), M(0)) _ M(2) _ M(1\) _ M(0).
Since M(1)=M(1+) _ M(1&), by Proposition 5.2, we have \~ (1 \)=J+1 .
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The first step is to construct the image space and its flow for the semi-
conjugacy. See Fig. 20. Fix 12q<1. Let
Jq=J +q _ J
&
q _ [( y, y) | 0 y1]/[0, 1]
2.
Observe that Jq is invariant under the flow  . As before we shall continue
to denote the restriction of  to Jq by  . There are three distinguished
orbits on Jq ,
v q+ which passes through (q, 1&q),
v q& which passes through (1&q, q), and
v q0 which passes through (12, 12).
Remark 5.4. We include the orbit q0 only for the purpose of exposition.
It provides a simple reference orbit for defining the quotient space.
These orbits will be identified pointwise as follows. Begin by setting
(q, 1&q) # q+t(q, q) # q0t(1&q, q) # q&.
Now given y+ # q+, there exists a time t( y+) such that  (t( y+), y+)=
(q, 1&q). Then,
y+ # q+t (&t( y+), (q, q)) # q0.
Similarly, given y& # q&, there exists a time t( y&) such that  (t( y&), y&)
=(1&q, q) and
y& # q&t (&t( y&), (q, q)) # q0.
The induced quotient space,
Yq :=Jq t,
is easily seen to be homeomorphic to [0, 1]2. Let ?q : Jq  Yq be the
associated quotient map and let
 : R_Yq  Yq
be the flow induced by  under the projection ?q .
Recall that the above construction was made under the assumption that
12q<1. Define
Y1 :=[0, 1]2 _ [( y, y) | 0 y1]
and  : R_Y1  Y1 to be the restriction of  to Y1 .
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Fig. 20. Map from the Morse decomposition onto Jq and Yq .
Let U\ be neighborhoods of 1 \ such that 1 + /3 U& and 1 & /3 U+.
Observe that U & & U+{<. Assume that there exists q<1 such that
\~ &1(J \q )/U
\.
Let W\ :=\~ &1(Jq) & U\ and define r\: W\  [0, 1]2 by
r+(z)=(\~ 0(z), \~ 1(z))
r&(z)=(\~ 1(z), \~ 0(z)).
Finally, define r0: S"(W+ _ W&)  [0, 1]2 by r0(z)=(\~ 0(z), \~ 0(z)).
Define \q : S  Yq by
\q(z)={?q b r
\(z)
?q b r0(z)
if z # W\,
otherwise.
Observe that \q is continuous.
At this level of generality, we cannot assume that C(M(2), M(0)){<.
Therefore it is possible that q<1 does not exist. In this case, we can repeat
the above construction with q=1, i.e., J +q =J
+
1 .
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To simplify the notation, we shall refer to points in Yq by their coor-
dinates in [0, 1]2. It is easy to check that
M(Yq) :=[6(2)=(1, 1), 6(1+)=(1, 0), 6(1&)=(0, 1),
6(0)=(0, 0) | 2>1\>0]
is a Morse decomposition with the flow defined ordering of Yq under .
5.1.2. M(1, 0)=M+(1, 0) _ M&(1, 0)
In this part we return to the setting of only three Morse sets, however,
we assume that we know that there are two isolated sets of connecting
orbits from M(1) to M(0), the closure of which are denoted by M+(1, 0)
and M&(1, 0). In analogy to the previous construction let
1 \ :=C(M(2), M(1)) _ M\(1, 0) _ M(2) _ M(1) _ M(0).
By Proposition 5.2, \~ (1 \)=J +1 .
Let Jq be as in the previous subsection. To define the appropriate
quotient space we use the same identification and in addition we set
(s, 1)t(1, s).
The resulting quotient space,
Y lq :=Jqt,
is again homeomorphic to [0, 1]2. Let ?lq : Jq  Y
l
q be the associated
quotient map and let
l: R_Y lq  Y
l
q
be the flow induced by  under the projection ?lq .
At the risk of being terribly redundant, let U\ be neighborhoods of 1 \
such that 1 \ /3 U. Assume that there exists q<1 such that
\~ &1(J \q )/U
\.
Let W\ :=\~ &1(Jq) & U\ and define r\: W\  [0, 1]2 by
r+(z)=(\~ 0(z), \~ 1(z))
r&(z)=(\~ 1(z), \~ 0(z)).
Finally, define r0 : S"(W+ _ W&)  [0, 1]2 by r0(z)=(\~ 0(z), \~ 0(z)).
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Define \lq : S  Y
l
q by
\lq(z)={?
l
q b r
\(z)
?lq b r
0(z)
if z # W\,
otherwise.
If there does not exist q<1, then the above construction is performed
with q=1.
It is easy to check that
M(Y lq) :=[6
l (2)=(1, 1), 6l (1)=(1, 0)=(0, 1), 6l (0)=(0, 0) | 2>1>0]
is a Morse decomposition with the flow defined ordering of Y lq under 
l.
5.1.3. M(2, 1)=M+(2, 1) _ M&(2, 1).
This setting is similar to that of the previous subsection, however now it
is assumed that there are two isolated sets of connecting orbits from M(2)
to M(1) the closure of which are denoted by M+(2, 1) and M&(2, 1).
Again, a quotient space Y uq is constructed from Jq , however the additional
equivalence relation takes the form (s, 0)t(0, s). The corresponding
quotient map is denoted by ?uq and \
u
q : S  Y
u
q is defined by
\uq(z)={?
u
q b r
\(z)
?uq b r
0(z)
if z # W\,
otherwise.
It is easy to check that
M(Y uq) :=[6
u(2)=(1, 1), 6u(1)=(1, 0)=(0, 1), 6u(0)=(0, 0) | 2>1>0]
is a Morse decomposition with the flow defined ordering of Y uq under 
u.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.4
The proof will be given for AM(IV+) since the other case is analogous.
First observe that we are in the setting of subsection 5.1.2. There are two
cases to consider. The first is that q=1. Recall that we have a commutative
diagram
ww$ CH p(M(2)) ww CH p(S) ww CH p(M(1, 0)) ww
(\q
l )* (\q
l )* (\q
l )*
ww$ CH p(6 l(2)) ww CH p(Y l1) ww CH
p(6 l(1)) ww
Since we have isomorphisms between CH p(M(1, 0)) and CH p(6 l(0, 1)) and
between CH p(M(2)) and CH p(6 l(2)), the five lemma implies that CH p(Y l1)
is isomorphic to CH p(S), a contradiction.
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Thus it can be assumed that q<1. For the rest of the argument fix
q # (12, 1). We need to prove that \q : S  Y lq is surjective. By assumption
and the construction of the previous section it is clear that \lq : M(1, 0) 
6 l(1) and \lq : M(2)  6
l(2) surjectively. Thus, what needs to be studied
are the connecting orbits from M(2) to M(1, 0). To do this let 7=
[x # S | V(x)=32]. Observe that 7 is a local section for the flow and that
every orbit in C(M(2), M(1, 0)) intersects 7.
Turning to the flow on Y lq , notice that there exists a unique * # (12, 1)
with the property that (*, 12) # q+. Define 5/Y lq by
5 :=[( y1 , 12) | * y11] _ [(12, y2) | * y21].
Observe that \lq(7)/5 and that the proof is complete if it can be shown
that \lq maps 7 onto 5.
Let
N :=[( y1 , y2) # Y lq | y1* and y212, or y2* and y112].
Then, (N, 5) is an index pair for 6(2).
Define N =(\lq)
&1 (N), and L =(\lq)
&1 (5). Then, (N , L ) is an index pair
for M(2). This gives rise to the following commutative diagram:
ww H 1(N ) ww H 1(L ) ww$ H 2(N , L ) ww H 2(N ) ww
(\q
l )* (\q
l )* (\q
l )* (\q
l )*
ww H 1(N) ww H 1(5) ww$ H 2(N, 5) ww H 2(N) ww
which can be rewritten as
$
0 Z2 Z2 0
(\q
l )* $
ww H 1(N) ww H 1(5) ww$ H 2(N, 5) ww H 2(N) ww
This implies that (\lq)* is injective. However, 5 is homeomorphic to the
circle S1 and therefore \lq : 7  5 is onto.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.7
The proofs of Theorem 1.7 (1) and (2) are identical due to the symmetry
between AM(VII+) and AM(VII&), therefore we will only present the
argument for the first setting. The proof naturally breaks into two cases
depending upon the connection matrix.
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5.3.1. The connection matrix is given by 2(VII+)1.
We shall show that there is a semi-conjugacy onto the planar dynamical
system indicated in Fig. 13(a).
From 2(VII+)1 we conclude that the flow defined ordering is given by
C>Ca>A\, C>B\b>Cb, B&b>A&, B+b>A+.
In particular [C, Ca, B&b, A&], [C, B\b, C b], and [C, B+b, Ca, A+] are
intervals.
Consider the isolated invariant set M(C, Ca, B&b, A&). Under the iden-
tification M(2)=C, M(1+)=Ca, M(1&)=B&b, and M(0)=A& this has a
Morse decomposition as described in subsection 5.1.1. This leads to a map
and quotient space
\A&q : M(C, C
a, B&b, A&)  Y A&q
constructed exactly as in the earlier subsection. This can be done for
M(C, B\b, Cb) and M(C, B+b, Ca, A+), leading to maps \Cbq : M(C, C
a,
B&b, A&)  Y Cbq and \
A+
q : M(C, C
a, B&b, A&)  Y A+q , respectively. To
define a semi-conjugacy on all of AM(VII+) we again form a quotient
space by setting
(1, y2) # Y A
&
q t( y2 , 1) # Y A
+
q
(1, y2) # Y A
+
q t( y2 , 1) # Y C
b
q
(1, y2) # Y C
b
q t( y2 , 1) # Y A
&
q .
Let
Y :=(Y A&q _ Y
A+
q _ Y
Cb
q )t
and let \ : S  Y be the associated semi-conjugacy.
The proof that \ is surjective now follows from the same arguments used
in the proof of Theorem 1.4. In particular, one first considers the case
where for one or more of the above Morse sets it is necessary to take q=1.
Looking at the long exact sequence for the attractor repeller pair with C
as the repeller leads to a contradiction. Thus, it can be assumed that q<1
for each of the Yq* for *=A&, A+, C b. Again, let 7=[x # S | V(x)=32]
(note that one may coarsen the Morse decomposition to one consisting of
three Morse sets and thereby return to the general setting). One then con-
structs a local section 5 by taking the union of the 5 ’s constructed for each
Yq* as 5.2. Once again, the union of the constructions on each Yq* gives rise
to an index pair on Y which lifts to an index pair on AM(VII&). The
corresponding long exact sequence is used to show that \ maps 7 surjec-
tively onto 5.
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5.3.2. The connection matrix is given by 2(VII+)2.
The difficulty in this case is that the connection matrix information is not
sufficient to determine the flow defined ordering. Thus, we begin by assum-
ing that there are no connecting orbits from C to M(B\b, A\) and will
prove that Fig. 13(b) indicates the appropriate semi-conjugacy. By sym-
metry and the fact that the connection matrix entries corresponding to Ca
are zero, this implies that there is a double connection from Ca to Cb and
no connections from Ca to M(B\b, A\). Hence the flow defined order is
given by
C>Ca>Cb, B+b>A+, C b, B&b>A&, Cb.
This in turn implies that we have intervals [C, Ca, Cb], [B+b, A, C b], and
[B&b, A&, Cb]. The dynamics on the isolated invariant sets M(B+b, A, Cb)
and M(B&b, A&, Cb) are as indicated in Fig. 13(b) since B\ have one
dimensional unstable manifolds. The semi-conjugacy for M(C, Ca, C b)
follows from an argument identical to that of 5.2.
We now consider the case where there are connecting orbits from C to
M(B\b, A\). The flow defined order now becomes
C>B\b>Cb, C>Ca>Cb, B+b>A+, B&b>A&.
Observe that [C, B\b, A\] is an interval under this ordering. Thus, we
can form the isolated invariant set M(V) :=M(C, B\b, A\) and obtain a
coarser Morse decomposition of A consisting of the Morse sets
[M(V), Ca, Cb] with the ordering M(V)>Ca>Cb. Since we still have the
pair of connecting orbits from Ca to C b we are in the setting of Sect. 5.1.2
which gives the semi-conjugacy indicated in Fig. 13(c).
Observe that in this case all of M(V) is mapped onto a single equilibrium
point under the semi-conjugacy. Obviously, considerable information is
lost in this process. Numerically, however, we observe that the global
attractor of the shadow system restricted to the monotone solution sub-
space is a two dimensional graph. Under this assumption we can think of
AM(VII+) as being embedded in the plane. Furthermore, we assume that
there are connecting orbits from C to M(B\b, A\). Since C has a two
dimensional unstable manifold and B\ have one dimensional unstable
manifolds a C  B\ connection is necessarily transverse. However, the
connection matrix entry corresponding to C  B\ connection is zero,
therefore, there must an even number of connecting orbits. Again the fact
that AM(VII+) can be thought of as lying in the plane implies that there
are exactly two connecting orbits. Therefore the flow defined order
becomes C>B\b>Cb, B+b>A+, B&b>A&, C>C a>Cb. Observe that
we have the following intervals [C, Ca, B&b, Cb], [C, C a, B+b, C b],
[C, B&b, A&], [C, B+b, A+], and [C, B&b, B+b, Cb], and hence the
following isolated invariant sets M(C, Ca, B&b, Cb), M(C, Ca, B+b, Cb),
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M(C, B&b, A&), M(C, B+b, A+), and M(C, B&b, B+b, Cb). To each such
isolated invariant set we will associate a semi-conjugacy constructed as
described in 5.1.
\q[&]: M(C, Ca, B&b, C b)  Yq[&]
\q[+]: M(C, Ca, B+b, C b)  Yq[+]
\q : M(C, B&b, B+b, C b)  Yq
\uq[+]: M(C, B
+b, A+)  Y lq[+]
\uq[&]: M(C, B
&b, A+)  Y lq[&]
The proof now follows from the same types of arguments as in the previous
subsection.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 1.8
The proof of this Theorem mimics the proof of Theorem 1.7.
6. DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we have succeeded in classifying, up to semi-conjugacies,
the dynamics in the shadow system restricted to the positively invariant
subspace consisting of monotone solutions. This classification was obtained
by using the ideas from the Conley index theory and is based on a decom-
position of the parameter space in terms of local bifurcations of stationary
solutions for the specific nonlinearity given in Sect. 1. However, the same
kind of results should also hold for more general cases with different non-
linearities. The result of the classification shows that we have a unique
global connecting orbit structure in each of the regions given by the local
stationary bifurcations, except, perhaps, in the regions VII\ and VIII\
where we have three possibilities of the semi-conjugacy models, respec-
tively. More precisely, we have shown that there exist two types of con-
necting orbit structures in the region VIII0 where the system admits the
extra odd symmetry, and the results of the numerical computation of a
robust connecting orbit determine one of them. This yields the unique
semi-conjugacy model for region VIII0 . When one enters into the regions
VIII\ from VIII0 another connection matrix becomes possible which, in
turn, gives rise to the possibility of additional semi-conjugacy models for
the global attractors. Similar multiple semi-conjugacy models are, also,
possible in the regions VII\. This is interesting, because it indicates that
there is a chance that a global bifurcation, in the form of a saddle-saddle
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connection, can take place. More precisely, the semi-conjugacy model in
the region VIII0 (+=0) will remain valid for small but non-zero + in
VIII\. If, however, for larger + a different semi-conjugacy model has to be
taken in order to describe the connecting orbit structure of the global
attractor, then a saddle-saddle connection between B\a and B\b must
occur.
Which of these three models really occurs in the regions VII\ and VIII\
is determined by the saddle-node bifurcation involving A\ and B\b (or
A\ and B\a in regions VII& and VIII&) and where it occurs with respect
to a connecting orbit that persists throughout the bifurcation. To be more
specific, consider the transition from region V+ to VIII+ . At the joint
boundary of these two regions a saddle-node bifurcation, through which
the stationary solutions A\ and B\b are born in pairs, occurs. It seems
quite natural to believe that the location of this saddle-node bifurcation is
independent of the location of the connections B\a  C b which persist in
the course of the bifurcation. Therefore, generically we expect that A\ and
B\b do not lie on these connecting orbits. This is the case corresponding
to the semi-conjugacy models depicted in Fig. 16(b) and (c) or (d). On the
other hand, the remaining possibility, Fig. 16(a), corresponds to the case
where the saddle-node bifurcation occurs precisely on the connecting orbit.
One expects this to be a highly non-generic situation. With this in mind we
examined more carefully the relation between the saddle-node bifurcation
and the connecting orbit.
The connecting orbits can be visualized by taking the projection
? : (u, !) [ (u , !) and Fig. 21 shows the projected picture of the connecting
orbits in region VIII+. Since ? is invariant with respect to the Neumann
symmetry, the two connecting orbits A\  B\b are projected to a single
curve as in Fig. 21. Surprisingly, these stationary solutions seem to appear
precisely on the connecting orbits B\a  C b, indicating that the saddle-
node bifurcation appears in a non-generic manner.
In order to see this situation more explicitly, we computed two unstable
eigenfunctions for the stationary solution C and projected the whole
connecting orbits onto the subspace spanned by these eigenfunctions. To
be more precise, recall that \0 and \1 are the unstable eigenvalues corre-
sponding to the monotone eigenfunctions at the stationary solution C.
Consider the subspace spanned by the corresponding eigenfunctions v0
and v1 . Fig. 22 exhibits the connecting orbit structure projected to the
(v0 , v1)-subspace with parameter values in the region VIII+ , whereas
Fig. 23 does that in the region V+. One observes that the stationary solu-
tions A\ and B\b are located on the B\a  C b connecting orbits. These
numerical results strongly suggest that the transition from V\ to VIII\
occurs in the above mentioned degenerate manner. If this is the case,
then the two generic semi-conjugacy models cannot occur, and therefore,
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Fig. 21. Projection of connections to (u , !)-space with k=0.5, ==0.01, *=0.12, and
+=0.06.
Fig. 22. Projection of connections to (v0 , v1)-space with k=0.5, ==0.01, *=0.12, and
+=0.06.
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Fig. 23. Projection of connections to (v0 , v1)-space with k=0.5, ==0.01, *=0.12, and
+=0.08.
we once again have a unique connecting orbit structure over the entire
region VIII\.
The degeneracy of the transition remains persistent under variation of
parameter values and even under variation in the nonlinearities of the
shadow system. This forces us to consider that such a degeneracy occurs
because the shadow system possesses an unknown restriction such as a
hidden symmetry, or more likely some type of monotonicity which is
similar to that in the scalar reaction diffusion equation. So far we have
been unable to determine this mysterious constraint, although we have
tested various possibilities. We conclude this paper by giving conjectures
and open problems and leave them for future study.
Conjecture 1. The shadow system studied in this paper is a Morse
Smale system except at the local bifurcations of stationary solutions.
Namely, no global bifurcations involving saddle-saddle connections occur.
Conjecture 2. The global attractor of the shadow system restricted to
the monotone solution subspace is a two-dimensional graph.
Problem 1. Conduct a similar study for solutions with at most k
monotone intervals. Note that such solutions form a positively invariant
subspace as in the case of the monotone solutions.
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Problem 2. The shadow system is a singular limit of a system of reac-
tion-diffusion equations with one of the diffusion coefficients going to
infinity. Since one expects upper semi-continuity of global attractors, it is
reasonable to expect that the semi-conjugacy models persist as well. Thus
the problem is to extend the results of the shadow system to the system of
reaction diffusion equations with very large but finite diffusivity for the
inhibitor. Some studies in this direction have already been done. For
instance, Hale and Sakamoto [10] have proven that the global attractors
persist under this type of singular perturbation. The Morse decomposition
of the global attractor should also be persistent. Can one show that our
semi-conjugacy models persist as well?
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